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I. Executive Summary

‘Exploring the Illegality of ‘Land Swap’ Agreements under Occupation’

In recent months, the international community has intensified its call to re-launch negotiations between Israel and Palestine based on the 1967 borders with ‘mutually agreed land swaps.’ Despite differences in the amount of territory to be swapped, the propositions, presented by the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO), Israel and the United States, revolve around Israel’s retention of the major settlement blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem.

Al-Haq’s position paper: ‘Exploring the Illegality of ‘Land Swap’ Agreements under Occupation’ examines the legal implications of ‘land swap’ agreements concluded between Israel and the Palestinian representatives whilst the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip is ongoing. The paper provides an overview of the applicable international legal framework. It is argued that while the Occupying Power and any actual or purported authorities of the occupied territory may conclude ‘special agreements’ during occupation, the law of occupation prohibits both the Occupying Power and the authorities of the occupied territory from derogating from the protections afforded to the occupied population.

As a natural consequence of the status of occupation, parties are not on an equal footing, thus limiting the ability of the authorities of the occupied territory to act freely – without military pressure – in the interest of the occupied population. The law of occupation prohibits the conclusion of agreements in which the imbalanced position of the two parties would coerce the authorities of the occupied territory to sign agreements infringing on the rights of the occupied population. As a result of the absolute nature of the relevant principles enshrined in the law of occupation, the representatives of the Palestinian people are prevented from concluding ‘land swap’ agreements during occupation. Moreover, the expression of consent to be bound by an agreement is to be without any legal effect. As a result, such transfer would not grant the Occupying Power lawful title to the territory and the sovereign rights would remain with the occupied population.

The position paper further reveals how Israel’s policies and practices in the OPT amount to a form of colonialism and are part of an apartheid system. The establishment of facts on the ground through the construction and expansion of settlements and the Annexation Wall along with its associated regimes, the creation of a network of roads, and flourishing agricultural enterprises for the sole benefit of the settlers, reveal Israel’s intention to permanently change the status of the occupied territory, de facto exercising sovereignty, and affecting any final status agreement.

In light of the colonial nature of Israel’s presence in the OPT, it is clear that any agreement between Israel and Palestine that would allow Israel to acquire possession over the major settlement blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, will only serve to condone Israel’s colonial practices and policies. Furthermore, formalising an apartheid system through the conclusion of territorial agreements will reward Israel’s efforts to establish and maintain racial domination and will allow Israel to benefit from such a crime. An agreement on territorial exchange as a solution of final status issues, founded on apartheid practices, is null and void on the basis that it violates peremptory norms of international law.

Al-Haq reiterates its call on the international community to adhere to its obligations under international law. All States are under the obligation not to recognise the de facto annexation of Palestinian territory upon which settlements are built, along with the exercise of colonialism and the system of apartheid put in place by Israel in the OPT, as lawful, not to render aid or assistance in maintaining it and to cooperate to bring these violations to an end. In light of the obligations incumbent upon every State, the politically motivated call for ‘mutually agreed land swaps’ is irreconcilable with third party States’ responsibilities under international law. Instead of recognising the situation as unlawful and endeavouring to bring these violations to an end, third party States are advocating to formalise Israel’s violations, effectively condoning an existing illegal situation by calling for the conclusion of disputable legal agreements exchanging land whilst occupation is ongoing.

Al-Haq also strongly warns the Palestinian people and their representatives of the impending risks associated with ‘land swap’ agreements that would violate their rights, most importantly their right to self-determination.
1. Introduction and Factual Context

In the wake of the Arab Spring, recent changes in the Middle East and the Palestinian initiatives at the United Nations (UN), several members of the international community have called for a kick-start to the peace process between Israel and Palestine.1 The aim is to re-launch negotiations between the two parties on the basis of the 1967 borders with ‘mutually agreed land swaps.’

On 14 November 2011, the Palestinians put forward a proposal in which they agree to a 1.9 per cent ‘land swap’ of West Bank territory with Israel.2 This proposal is one of several to propose to exchange territory presented by the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO),3 Israel4 and the United States5 in recent years. Despite differences in the amount of territory to be swapped, the proposals revolve around Israel’s retention of the major settlement blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. The settlements contained in potential ‘land swap’ agreements may include the majority of the settlements in East Jerusalem,6 as well as Beitar Illit, Mod’in Illit, Kedumim, Ariel, Ma’ale Adumim and others, in exchange for sparsely-populated farmland adjacent to the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Desert and part of the West Bank, and possibly territory in the Naqab Desert (Negev).7

From the outset of the negotiations between Israel and the PLO, Al-Haq has emphasised that the PLO is legally prevented from entering into agreements with Israel that would undermine the rights of the Palestinian people under international law, even if any such agreements were borne out of mutual consent between Israel and the PLO. Al-Haq is therefore deeply concerned about the continuous and intensified call for ‘land swaps’ from the international community. While the exchange of territory may form part of the solution of final status issues, international law raises serious questions about the validity of any ‘land swap’ agreement whilst the occupation is ongoing.

2. Preliminary Legal Issues

The proposed agreements on territorial exchange between Israel and the representatives of the Palestinian people are premised on the cession of territory by the Palestinian representatives to Israel. Cession is a method of acquiring territory, based on “the [peaceful] transfer of sovereignty over State territory by the owner-State to another State.”8 In principle, a sovereign State is free to transfer any of its own territories to another. Paramount to the validity of cession is the full consent of the ceding authorities.9

Within the context of the current conflict between Israel and the Palestinians, the cession of territory is put forward as the territorial component of a ‘peace agreement.’ Despite the prevalence of documents that could be described as ‘peace agreements,’ the term remains largely undefined.10 ‘Peace agreements’ as such have no separate or special legal basis in international law. They are simply a treaty between States, producing legal obligations, with the same legal regime applicable to its conclusion and contents.11

The conclusion of the proposed agreements on territorial exchange will not terminate Israel’s prolonged occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT). The termination of a state of occupation is a factual issue. The Occupation Power ends its effective control – being thereby no longer capable of exercising its authority – of an occupied territory by withdrawing from it.12 It is generally accepted that forces are considered “present” when the Occupation Power can, within a reasonable time, send detachments of troops to make its authority felt within the occupied area.13 As a consequence of the loss of effective control over the territory by the Occupation Power, and by extension the termination of the occupation, the law of belligerent occupation ceases to apply.

---

3 See Maps 1 and 2 in this paper. The Palestinian offers put forward in 2008 included the annexation by Israel of virtually all of the Israeli settlements in East Jerusalem, which are illegal under international law. However, the Palestinian representatives did not propose to swap any of the major settlement blocs in the West Bank. G Carlstrom, ‘The “napkin map” revealed: the Palestine papers include a rendering of the Israeli land swap map presented in mid-2008 to Mahmoud Abbas’ Al Jazeera (23 January 2011) <http://www.aljazeera.com/palestinepapers/2011/11/2011122114239940577.html> accessed 8 December 2011.
4 See Maps 3a, 3b and 4 in this paper. Israel’s proposition includes the annexation 10.6 per cent of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. G Carlstrom in (3).
5 On 20 January 2011, Washington Institute for Near East Policy released a proposal that is outlined in three possible maps. Under the proposal, 68 per cent to 80 per cent of the settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) would be annexed by Israel, and the Palestinian State would receive Israeli lands adjacent to the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Desert and parts of the West Bank. <http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/interactiveMaps/index.html> accessed 8 December 2011.
7 Ibid.
The law of belligerent occupation also ceases to apply when the nature of the occupation changes from a hostile occupation to a consensual occupation through the conclusion of an agreement between the authorities of the occupied territory and the Occupying Power allowing – for a period of time – for the uninterrupted presence of foreign troops in the formerly occupied territory.16 However, considering the extensive and prolonged nature of the Israeli occupation – Israel has been occupying the entire Palestinian territory since 1967 – and the inherent imbalance of power between Israel and the Palestinian representatives, the latter are precluded from expressing valid consent to a foreign presence on their territory.17 As long as Israel exercises effective control, the interests of the occupied population remain protected by the law of belligerent occupation.

As long as Israel exercises effective control, the interests of the occupied population remain protected by the law of belligerent occupation.

3. International Legal Framework

3.1 The Law of Belligerent Occupation

3.1.1 General Principles of International Humanitarian Law

As the Occupying Power in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip, Israel's obligations under international humanitarian law (IHL) are enshrined in the Regulations Annexed to the Hague Convention IV Respecting the Laws and Customs of Wars on Land of 1907 (Hague Regulations), reflective of customary international law, and in the Fourth Geneva Convention Concerning the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 1949 (Fourth Geneva Convention), for the most part reflective of customary international law.18 Countless resolutions of the UN General Assembly19 and the UN Security Council20 as well as statements issued by governments worldwide have all affirmed the de jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the OPT. Israel continues to maintain a practice that is contrary to this near universal position,21 which has also been confirmed by the ICJ in its 2004 Advisory Opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (Advisory Opinion on the Wall).22 Furthermore, ICJ jurisprudence and practice confirm that obligations stemming from human rights conventions ratified by the Occupying Power also apply in the occupied territory.23

Since occupation is by definition temporary, the Occupying Power does not acquire sovereignty over the occupied territory. The sovereign rights over the territory remain with the occupied population, but their ability to exercise these sovereign rights is restricted by the occupation, which prevents the occupied population from effectively controlling their territory. Under the law of belligerent occupation, the Occupying Power acts merely as the de facto administrator of the occupied territory. The administration of the territory is intended to preserve the sovereign rights of the occupied population and to protect the occupied population and its property from exploitation by the Occupying Power.24

3.1.2 Inderogability of the Protection afforded to the Occupied Population

While the Occupying Power and any actual or purported authorities of the occupied territory may conclude 'special agreements' during occupation,25 Articles 7, 8 and 47 of the Fourth Geneva

---

19 The Israeli Government has declared that it will only abide by some 'humanitarian provisions' enshrined therein, without specifying which provisions it regards as having humanitarian character. See Al-Haq, 'Legitimising the Illegitimate? The Israeli High Court of Justice and the Occupied Palestinian Territory’ (25 November 2010) 11-13 <http://www.alhaq.org/publications/publications-index/item/legitimising-the-illegitimate> accessed 8 December 2011.
21 The Legality of Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons (Advisory Opinion) ICJ Rep 1996, paragraph 25; Amel Evictions Congo/Uganda (n 14) paragraph 17; Advisory Opinion on the Wall (n 20) paragraph 102-113.
23 The Fourth Geneva Convention expressly mentions the possibility of special agreements to be concluded which may concern, for instance, the establishment of hospitals and safety zones and localities (Article 14), the establishment of neutralised zones (Article 16), the evacuation of besieged areas (Article 17), relief shipments for internees (Article 18). See JS Pictet, Commentary on the Fourth Geneva Convention (ICRC, Geneva, 1958) 66.
Article 7(1) of the Fourth Geneva Convention strictly prohibits the possibility of concluding agreements that “adversely affect the situation of protected persons,” or “restrict the rights which it confers upon them.” Protected persons – those who find themselves in the hands of the Occupying Power – should enjoy the protection of the Convention for as long as they are under occupation. When assessing whether an agreement between the Occupying Power and the authorities of the occupied territory is in conformity with the law of belligerent occupation, it needs to be established that the parties have not derogated from their obligations under the law of belligerent occupation. Notwithstanding, the parties are encouraged to undertake measures in the interests of the protected persons in compliance with international human rights law. This principle corroborates the applicability of international human rights law in situations of conflict, including occupation.

As a natural consequence of the state of belligerent occupation, parties are not on an equal footing. This limits the ability of the authorities of the occupied territory to act freely – without military pressure – in the interest of the occupied population. The provisions set out in the Fourth Geneva Convention prohibit the conclusion of agreements in which the imbalanced position of the two parties would coerce the authorities of the occupied territory to sign agreements hampering the rights of the occupied population.

The provisions set out in the Fourth Geneva Convention prohibit the conclusion of agreements in which the imbalanced position of the two parties would coerce the authorities of the occupied territory to sign agreements hampering the rights of the occupied population.

As a result of the absolute nature of the principle enshrined in Articles 7 and 47 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, the representatives of the Palestinian people are prevented from concluding ‘land swap’ agreements during occupation. The transfer of territory by cession requires the full consent of the ceding State to renounce its sovereign rights over parts of the occupied territory. However, sovereignty is protected and cannot be transferred under occupation. The representatives of the Palestinian people cannot consent to any agreement, which derogates from the protections afforded to the occupied population during occupation.

Therefore, the expression of consent to be bound by an agreement, which by virtue of the imbalance of power between the two parties is obtained through the coercion of another State, is to be without any legal effect. As a result, such transfer would not grant the Occupying Power lawful title to the territory and the sovereign rights would remain with the occupied population.
3.1.3 The Protection of Property in Occupied Territory

In times of belligerent occupation, the property of the occupied population is protected from exploitation by the Occupying Power. IHL distinguishes between private and public property, with preferential treatment granted to private property, and prohibits the Occupying Power from seizing and destroying both immovable and moveable property, barring exceptional circumstances of absolute imperative military necessity.37

The usufruct rule enshrined in Article 55 of the Hague Regulations protects immovable public property from being exploited by the Occupying Power. Under this rule, the Occupying Power may take possession of public property, including land and natural resources, but does not acquire title of such property.38 The usufruct rule requires the Occupying Power to safeguard the capital of such property, thus limiting the Occupying Power’s ability to use and administer land and natural resources belonging to the occupied territory.39

Similarly, under Article 60 of the Hague Regulations, private property in occupied territory is prohibited from being confiscated. A belligerent occupant may lawfully subject privately owned property in the occupied territory to its military needs by requisitioning it.40 Requisition of privately owned property, only demanded for the needs of the army of the occupation, is subject to compensation, but it does not transfer title to the Occupying Power.41

Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, moreover, prohibits the Occupying Power from destroying “real or personal property belonging individually or collectively to private persons, or to the State, except where such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by military operations.”42

From the outset of the occupation, Israel has appropriated public land as well as privately owned land belonging to the Palestinians under various complex legal mechanisms. According to official data of the Israeli Civil Administration, Palestinians privately own more than 30 per cent of the total land area on which the settlements sit.43

Israel’s policy of land appropriation from Palestinians in occupied territory is an extensive and systematic practice, justified by ostensible security reasons and military necessity. The law of belligerent occupation recognises the right of the Occupying Power to appropriate land in occupied territory, but only if carried out to satisfy its military needs. However, Israel’s policy of land appropriation does not meet the military needs test. Once Israel has appropriated Palestinian land, it is solely allocated to Jewish settlers. Agricultural resources and aquifers are either appropriated or destroyed and countless olive trees are uprooted in the process of building the settlements and their associated infrastructure.44 It cannot be claimed that such practices are in response to the military needs of the Occupying Power’s forces in the occupied territory and as such constitute a violation of Articles 55, 46 and 52 of the Hague Regulations.45

3.1.4 Prohibition of Transfer of Civilian Population into Occupied Territory

Under Article 43(6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, “[t]he Occupying Power shall not deport or transfer part of its own population into the territories it occupies.” The Israeli settlement activity in the OPT is in direct contravention of this provision. Numerous UN resolutions46 and the 2004 ICJ Advisory Opinion on the Wall have confirmed that Israeli settlements in the OPT are illegal and constitute a blatant breach of international law.47 The inclusion of the prohibition of transfer of the Occupying Power’s civilian population in the Fourth Geneva Convention aims to enhance the protection of the civilian population of the occupied territory by preventing the Occupying Power from bringing about a fundamental demographic change in its composition.48

38 This concept originated in ancient Roman law, which defined ‘usufruct’ as “the right of using and enjoying the property of other people, without detriment to the substance of the property.” See MB Clagget and OT Jr. Johnson, May Israel as a Belligerent Occupant Lawfully Exploit (Previously Unexploited Oil Resources of the Gulf of Suez?” (1978) 3 American Journal of International Law, 567-568.
39 Y Dinstein (n 37) 213, 214-218.
40 Hague Regulations (1907) Article 52(2).
41 Y Dinstein (n 37) 224-227.
42 The major settlements blocs in the West Bank are built on over 40 per cent of Palestinian privately owned land, including 86.4 per cent of Maaleh Adumim, 44.3 per cent of Givat Zeev, 47.7 per cent of Kadumim, and 35.1 per cent of Ariel. See Peace Now, ‘GUILTY! Construction of Settlements on Private Land – Official Data’ (2007) <http://peacenow.org.il/eng/sites/default/files/Official_data_Oct07Eng.pdf> accessed 8 December 2011.
44 Respect for private property under this provision does not mean merely protection from loss of ownership: for a breach to occur it is enough if the owner is actually prevented from exercising his rightful prerogatives. See Krupp trial (Krupp et al) (US Military Tribunal, Nuremburg, 1948) 10 LRTWC 89, 137-138.
46 Advisory Opinion on the Wall (n 20) paragraphs 155-156. The Court declared that this provision prohibits not only forcible transfers, “but also any measures taken by an Occupying Power in order to organise or encourage transfers of parts of its own population into the occupied territory.” Ibid, paragraph 123.
3.2 General Principles of International Law

3.2.1 Revealing the Colonial Character of Israel’s Occupation

The right to self-determination holds that a people of a defined territorial unit have the right “freely to determine, without external interference, their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development, and every State has the duty to respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the [UN] Charter.”48 The exercise of this right could result in complete independence, integration with a neighbouring State, free association with another State or any other status decided upon by the people.49 The right to self-determination includes the people’s exercise of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, including land and water resources,50 protecting their ability to freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources in accordance with their interests of national development and well-being.51 Recognised as a peremptory norm of international law (jus cogens),52 the obligation to ensure the exercise of the right to self-determination by peoples is owed by each State to the international community as a whole (erga omnes).53

Under international law, people are entitled to self-determination if they are subject to foreign occupation, colonial domination, or a racist regime. Since 1967, the Palestinian people are undeniably subject to the Israeli foreign occupation, and their right to self-determination has since been recognised by the UN General Assembly,54 the UN Security Council,55 and the ICJ.56 Israel’s policies in the OPT, however, also amount to a form of colonialism.57 Colonialism can be distinguished from other forms of foreign domination by an open claim to sovereignty by the dominant power or where a dominant power adopts measures that deliberately deny – or demonstrate an intention to permanently deny – the people of the territory the full exercise of their sovereign rights and their right to self-determination.58 The establishment of the major settlements blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the creation of a network of roads and flourishing agricultural enterprises for the sole benefit of the settlers reveal Israel’s intention to permanently change the status of the occupied territory, de facto exercising sovereignty, and affecting any final status agreement. The presence of settlements aims to permanently deny the Palestinian population the exercise of their right to self-determination by fragmenting the territory of the OPT59 and preventing the Palestinian people from exercising sovereignty over natural resources. The policy of annexation-by-proxy provides a stark indicator of Israel’s intent to unlawfully exercise permanent control in these blocs.

The presence of settlements aims to permanently deny the Palestinian population the exercise of their right to self-determination by fragmenting the territory of the OPT and preventing the Palestinian people from exercising sovereignty over natural resources. The prohibition of colonialism, codified in the UN General Assembly’s Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples of 1960 (Declaration on Colonialism), rejects all forms of colonial domination on grounds that it violates fundamental norms of human rights and is a threat to international peace and security. The Declaration on Colonialism “solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.” Similarly, the UN General Assembly’s Declaration on Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States stresses the duty of every State to promote, through joint and separate action, the realisation of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples through, inter alia, “bringing a speedy end to colonialism.”60 Declaratory of customary international law and drawing on several principles of international law, especially the right of peoples to self-determination and the prohibition of annexation by use or threat of force, these two UN General Assembly resolutions reiterate that colonialism is absolutely contrary to international law.61

Accepting the colonial nature of Israel’s presence in the OPT, it is clear that any agreement between Israel and Palestine that would allow Israel to acquire sovereignty over the major settlements blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, will only serve to condone Israel’s colonial practices and policies.

50 The principle of permanent sovereignty over the natural resources of the State is reflective of customary international law. See Armed Activities Congo/Uganda (n 14) paragraph 244.
52 Armed Activities Congo/Uganda (n 14) paragraph 64: ibid, Separate Opinion of Judge Ad Hoc Dugard, paragraphs 4, 10. See also, A Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples: A Legal Reappraisal (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999) 301; Y Assaf-Talacanti (n 25) 68.
54 UNGA Res 58 (22 December 2003) UN Doc A/RES/58/163.
56 Advisory Opinion on the Wall (n 21) paragraphs 115-122.
58 Occupation, Colonialism and Apartheid Study (n 57) 120-121.
59 RTFP Findings of the South African Session (n 57) 18.
60 UNGA Res 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960) UN Doc A/RES/1514(XV).
62 Occupation, Colonialism and Apartheid Study (n 57) 120, 42.
3.2.2 Revealing the Apartheid Practices in the OPT

The prohibition of apartheid, contained in the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid of 1973, is a peremptory international legal norm, creating obligations upon every State. International law defines apartheid not as isolated acts of unlawful racial discrimination, but rather as a system of acts designed to establish and maintain the domination of one racial group over another.

Domination by the Jewish group is associated principally with transferring control over land in the OPT to exclusively Jewish use, segregating the population of the territory into Jewish and Palestinian enclaves. The major settlements blocs in the West Bank are positioned strategically to control land with the purpose of maintaining a system of domination over Palestinians and their natural resources by Jewish settlers. Israel’s domestic laws and institutions are operating in the OPT to convey special rights and privileges to Jewish settlers while denying fundamental rights and freedoms to Palestinians.63

The establishment of facts on the ground through the construction and expansion of settlements and the Annexation Wall along with its associated regimes has facilitated Israel’s apartheid agenda with Jewish settlers enjoying the benefits of arable land, rich in natural resources. Formalising an apartheid system through the conclusion of territorial agreements will reward Israel’s efforts to establish and maintain racial domination and will allow Israel to benefit from such a crime. An agreement on territorial exchange as a solution of final status issues, founded on apartheid practices, can therefore only be rendered null and void on the basis that it violates peremptory norms of international law.64

4. Recognition of an Existing Illegal Situation

The de facto annexation of Palestinian territory upon which settlements are built, along with the exercise of colonialism and the system of apartheid put in place by Israel in the OPT,65 constitutes serious breaches of peremptory norms of international law, and as such result in the consequences set out in Article 41 of the ILC Draft Articles on State Responsibility. According to this provision all States are under an obligation not to recognise the situation as lawful, not to render aid or assistance in maintaining it and to cooperate to bring these violations to an end.66

In light of the obligations incumbent upon every State, the politically motivated call for ‘mutually agreed land swaps’ is irreconcilable with third party States’ responsibilities under international law. Instead of recognising the situation as unlawful and endeavouring to bring these violations to an end, third party States are advocating to formalise Israel’s violations, effectively condoning an existing illegal situation by calling for the conclusion of disputable agreements exchanging land whilst occupation is ongoing.

Such political expediency would reward Israel’s policies of land appropriation for the purposes of settlement construction and expansion. The occupied population would be permanently prevented from the meaningful exercise of their right to self-determination. States are turning a blind eye to the establishment of facts on the ground, which will result in the permanent unlawful exercise of sovereignty over territory. To override these peremptory international legal norms ostensibly in the name of peace would be wholly contrary to the value of the law of belligerent occupation itself and prevent a sustainable solution to the conflict, which can be obtained only by strictly abiding to the principles of international law.

---

63 RToP, Findings of the South African Session (n 57) 18, 20.
65 RToP, Findings of the South African Session (n 57) 20.
5. Possible Consequences of 'Land Swap' Agreements

Agreements on cession of territory concluded in times of belligerent occupation are null and void under international law, as they violate fundamental principles of IHL. While there are many consequences to be identified if, despite the legal implications set out above, the agreements are concluded between Israel and the representatives of the Palestinian people, the following two are of particular importance.

5.1 Private Property Claims on Lands Included in the Swap

In the case of territorial exchange, the authorities of the occupied territory, on behalf of the Palestinian people, would exchange land with private property claims attached. Such an exchange of territory does not include a transfer of the legal title over privately owned land, which will remain with the individual Palestinian owners. Israel will receive the same kind of title as the authorities of the occupied territory. Not only does this further preclude the exercise of the right to private property, but it will also undermine the Palestinian individual land owners' ability to reclaim possession of their lands. Exchanges occurring during the occupation do not serve the interests of Palestinians and it is therefore essential that the Palestinian landowners raise their concerns with their representatives, and remain unwilling to accept anything that may tamper with the exercise of their private property rights.

5.2 Palestinian Archaeological Sites and Cultural Heritage

Some of the major settlement blocs in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, are built on archaeological sites, significant to the cultural heritage and identity of the Palestinian people as a people, and therefore, in accordance with the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 1954 (Convention on Protection of Cultural Property), have a significance to all mankind. Such property, which includes monuments of architecture, art or history, and buildings of historical or artistic interest, are to be respected and protected in times of belligerent occupation and armed conflict. In the West Bank, and more specifically in East Jerusalem, Israel, as the Occupying Power, has not respected or protected Palestinian archaeological sites, disregarding its obligations under the Convention on Protection of Cultural Property. As an example, in February 2010, Israel announced that the al-Ibrahimi mosque, in the old city of Hebron, and Rachel’s Tomb, in Bethlehem, would be designated as Israeli national heritage sites. Israel has also appropriated Palestine’s Christian sites in recent past, emphasising the Jewish remains of such sites above those of the other main cultures present in the land. In cases of territorial exchange, it is highly unlikely that Israel will preserve Palestinian cultural heritage and identity, nor let them benefit from this property. Not only will Palestinians run the risk of losing a substantial part of their ancient heritage, they will also lose out on a welcome source of income in tourism.

6. Conclusion

Given the disparities of power between Israel and the Palestinians by virtue of the existence of a belligerent occupation, an agreement resulting in any derogation from the protection conferred upon the Palestinians is illegal under international law and as such is null and void. The Fourth Geneva Convention explicitly prevents the parties to the conflict from entering into agreements that fail to guarantee fundamental principles of international law, which can be the only framework for a permanent solution to the conflict.

In accordance with the legal analysis as set out in this position paper, Al-Haq strongly warns the Palestinian people and their representatives of the imminent risks associated with agreements that would violate their rights, most importantly their sovereign rights over Palestinian territory and their right to self-determination.

In its written submission to the ICI, Israel invoked the maxim that ‘no one can derive an advantage from his own wrong.’ Ironically, this very principle would be violated through an agreement concluded on cession of territory between Israel and the Palestinian representatives. Under such an agreement Israel would undeniably benefit from its violations of international law committed in the OPT – above all the appropriation of land for settlement construction and expansion, the exercise of colonialism, the apartheid practices in the OPT, and denial of the right to self-determination.

While Al-Haq welcomes the international community’s interest and efforts to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and to terminate the prolonged Israeli occupation of the OPT, it is Al-Haq’s conviction that international law should not just inform and facilitate the process of negotiating outstanding key issues, but must constitute the foundations upon which this process is based. In its 2004 Advisory Opinion on the Wall, the ICI emphasised this by stating that a “negotiated solution to the outstanding problems and the establishment of a Palestinian State” should be “on the basis of international law.”

In this regard, Al-Haq is disappointed by the recent calls and support from the international community for agreements involving ‘mutually agreed land swaps’ and considers their conduct to conflict with High Contracting Parties’ obligation to ensure respect for the Fourth Geneva Convention under all circumstances. The call for ‘land swaps’ also conflicts with the aspirations enshrined in the Preamble of the UN Charter when it reaffirms “faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small, and to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained.”
Map 1 – Palestine’s proposed swaps in the West Bank (A), 2008"75
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75. This map is likely the closest map published of what the 1.9 per cent proposition entails. Al Jazeera Transparency Unit, ‘The Palestine Papers Project’ Al Jazeera (January 2011) <http://www.ajtransparency.com/files/2456.pdf> accessed 8 December 2011.
Map 2 – Palestine’s proposed swaps in the West Bank (B), 2008:

This map represents an alternative to Map 1, also drawn up in the process of reaching the 1.9 per cent proposition. Al Jazeera Transparency Unit, ‘The Palestine Papers Project’ Al Jazeera (January 2011) <http://www.ajtransparency.com/files/2423.pdf> accessed 8 December 2011.

Map 3a – Israel’s proposed 10.6 per cent swaps in the West Bank, 2008:

Israel proposed to exchange 10.6 per cent of West Bank territory, which includes East Jerusalem. According to Israel’s calculations, it would annex 6.8 per cent of the West Bank including the four main settlement blocs of Gush Etzion (with Efrata), Maale Adumim, Giv’at Ze’ev and Ariel), as well as all of the settlements in East Jerusalem (with Har Homa), in exchange for the equivalent of 5.5 per cent from Israeli territory. These percentages are based on Israeli calculations for the West Bank and therefore exclude East Jerusalem. Al Jazeera Transparency Unit, ‘The Palestine Papers Project’ Al Jazeera (January 2011) <http://www.ajtransparency.com/files/2424.pdf> accessed 8 December 2011.
Map 3b – Israel’s proposed swaps in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, 2008

Map 4 – Israel’s proposed swaps in the Jerusalem area, 2008

78 G Carlstrom (n 3).

79 Ibid.
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